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Abstract 

 

In this paper, the maximum likelihood and Bayesestimators for the constant-stress 

accelerated life testing are considered when the lifetime of a product follows a two- 

parameter Birnbaum-Saunders distribution. Based on type-Icensoring. A certain 

conditions (stress) are assumed to affect the scale parameter through the inverse 

power law model. For Birnbaum-Saunders distribution, A Monte Carlo simulation 

study is carried to investigate the precision of the maximum likelihood estimates. We 

have considered aBayesian estimationusingreference prior with partial informationfor 

the parameters of the modelunder a squared error loss function. Due to the 

complexity of the model,Markovchain Monte Carlo using Gibbs sampling are used to 

develop a Bayesian estimation for accelerated life testingmodel. 

 

Keywords: Accelerated life testing; Constant stress; Birnbaum-Saunders distribution; 

Type- I censoring; Monte Carlo Simulation; Gibbs sampling 
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1. Introduction  
 

Accelerated life testing (ALT) is a method used to assess the reliability devices 

with long expected lifetime, or very high strength, under normal use 

conditions(stress) . In such tests, the units are tested under accelerated conditions that 

is extremely more severe than normal use conditions encountered in practice to 

quicken the failure process. The test data obtained at the accelerated conditions are 

analyzed in terms of a suitable physical model, and then extrapolated to the normal 

stress to estimate the life distribution. 

 

In a constant stress accelerated test, each unit is run at a prespecified constant stress 

level  

which does not vary with time, see,Attia et al.[2013],Owen [1997],Aly [1997],  

Abdel-Ghaly et al. [1998], Al-Hussaini and Abd-Hamid[2004,2006], Watkins and 

John [2008] and Abd-Hamid and Al-Hussaini[2009]. 

Birnbaum and Saunders [1969a,b] proposed a two-parameter failure time 

distribution for fatigue failure caused under cyclic loading. Fatigue failure based on a 

model which assumes that failure is due to the development and growth of a 

dominant crack. This distribution is known as the two-parameter Birnbaum-Saunders( 

BS) distribution which possesses many attractive features and properties . For 

instance, the BS and normal distributions are related by means of a very simple 

functional relationship. In addition, the BS model has an interesting physical 

justification  based on the damage cumulative law, for which  Birnbaum - Saunders 

(1968) gave a probabilistic interpretation. For these reasons, the BS distribution has 

become a popular model and it commonly used in different areas of science. 

The maximum likelihood estimation for the BS distribution has for the most 

part, been limited to complete data by severalauthors, see, Chang and Tang [1993], 

Dupuis and Mills [1998], Kevin [1999] , Xu and Tang [2010]. Recently, little work 

has been based on censored data, see ,Desmond[1982],Rieck [1995],Jeng[2003], Ng 

et al. [2006],Wang et al[2006], Xu and Tang [2011]) andArtur et al. [2011]. Constant-

stress ALT for two-parameter BS distribution for complete data is introduced by 

Owen [1997] and Constant-stress ALT for two-parameter BS distribution for 

censored data is introduced by Attia et al. [2013]. 
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In this paper, we discuss the MLE andthe Bayesian estimators of constant-stress 

ALT for two-parameter BS distribution under type-I censored data. This model is 

described in detail and discuss the MLEs and its simulation study  in section 2. In 

sections 3,we discuss the Bayesian estimation of constant-stress ALT for two-

parameter BS distribution for type-I censored data under a squared error loss function 

and the steps of the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation are presented . Finally, 

conclusions are included in section 4. 

 

 

2. Model description and maximum likelihood estimation 

 

The lifetime T is assumed to have a two parameters BS distribution with the 

shape and scale parameters α and β respectively. So, the probability density function 

of T is 									���; �, 
� � 12��2�
 �� � 
������ ��� � �12�� ��
 � 
� � 2�� , � �  																							�1� 
Where α	!"#	
 are the shape and  the scale parametersof the $S distribution 

The $S distribution has a wide use in reliability studies. The cumulative distribution 

function is as follows:  

									%��; �, 
� � Φ'1�(��
� � (�
��) , � �  	, α, 
 *  																																										�2� 
Where Φ (.) denotes the standard normal distribution.  

And the reliability function of $+ distribution in (1) take the form: 

,��� � 1 � Φ-1� '(��
� � (�
��). , � �  	, α, 
 *  																																														�3� 
The scale parameters 
 and the stress V are related by the inverse power law model, 

which is described in Mann et al. [1974]. 	
 � 0123											, 0, 4 *  																																																																																																		�4� 
Where C and P is the power of the applied stress, which are the parameters of this 

model. 
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Assuming that type-I censored is adopted then, at each stress level Vj, 

j=1,…,kand assume that Vu be the normal use conditions such that 

Vu<V1<V2<…<Vk.There are njunits put on test at each stress level Vj. The total 

number of units in the experiments is N=∑ "7879: . At each stress level, the experiment 

terminates once all the units fails or when a fixed censoring time Ƭ7is reached. Let 

rjdenote the number of failures that occur before Ƭ7.The lifetimetij at stress Vj, 

i=1,...,rj and j=1,..,.k, are assumed the two parameters BS distributionwith the density: 

									�<�=7; �, 0, 4> � 12� ?2�01723
<�=7 � 01723><�=7 >�� ��� '� 12�� @ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A) , �=7 � 0, �, 
 * 0				�5�	 

The likelihood function of the experiment is considered to have the following form: 

								D��, 0, 4� � EF "7!<"7 � H7>!I
8

79: JE�KL
=9: <�=7; �, 0, 4>M N1 � %<Ƭ7>OPL2KL 																																																�6� 

UsinglnL to denote the natural logarithm of L(�, 0, 4�, then we have 

								R"D � S "T�!"� �UH78
79: �R"� � R"02 � � 42UH78

79: R"17 �UUR"KL
=9:

8
79: ��=7 � 01723� 

		� 12��UU@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A �U�"7�H7�V<Ƭ7>8
79:

KL
=9:

8
79: 																																																																																									�7�		 

Where				V<Ƭ7> � ln ^1 � Φ�_<Ƭ7>�` 				,			_<Ƭ7> � 1� '( Ƭ701723 � (01723Ƭ7 ) 

MLEs of α, C and P are obtained by gettingthe first derivatives of lnL with 

respect to α, C and P respectively , as follows: aR"Da� � �UH78
79: �1�� � � 1�b�UU@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A �U<"7�H7> aV<Ƭ7>a� 																																																			�8�8

79:
KL
=9:

8
79:  

aR"Da0 � �UH78
79: � 120� �UU 1723<�=7 � 01723> � 12��UU@1723�=7 � �=70�1723A �U<"7�H7> aV<Ƭ7>a0 																�9�8

79:
KL
=9:

8
79:

KL
=9:

8
79:  

aR"Da4 � 12UH78
79: ln 1e �Uln1eU 0<�=7173 � 0>

KL
=9: � 12��Uln178

79: U@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 AKL
=9: �U<"7�H7>aV<Ƭ7>a4 																												�10�8

79:
8

79:  

Vf�H�	 ∶ 	 aV<Ƭ7>a� � h �_<Ƭ7>� 1� �_<Ƭ7>� 

aV<Ƭ7>a0 � h �_<Ƭ7>� 12� '( Ƭ70b1723 � (17230Ƭ7) 
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 aV<Ƭ7>a4 � h �_<Ƭ7>��<ln1e>2� '( Ƭ701723 � (01723Ƭ7 ) 

+iSf	�f!� ∶ 	h�j� � ∅�j�1 � Φ�j� 
 

To obtain αl, Cn and Pp at which the log likelihood function is maximized, 

equating the equations (8-10) to zero, Since the closed form solution to thesis 

equations do not exist. The Newton-Raphson iteration will be used to solve these 

equations numerically. To get the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated 

parameters, we use the second derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function 

defined in equation (6).The second derivatives are used to get the information 

matrixand by substituting α	lfor�, Cn	for	C	and	Pp	for	P, hence the asymptotic variance-

covariance matrix is its inverse.  

Then, the second derivates are given as follows: a�R"Da�� �UH78
79:

1�� � 3�uUU@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>a�� 																																																					�11�8
79:

KL
=9:

8
79:  

a�R"Da0� �UH78
79:

120� �UU@ 1�=7173 � 0A� � 1��UU@ �=70b1723A �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>a0� 																												�12�8
79:

KL
=9:

8
79:

KL
=9:

8
79:  

a�R"Da4� � 0U<ln 17>�8
79: U' �=7173<�=7173 � 0>�)

KL
=9: � 12��U<ln17>�8

79: U@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 AKL
=9: �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>a4� �13�8

79:  

a�R"Da�a0 � 1�bUU@1723�=7 � �=70�1723A
KL
=9:

8
79: �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>	a�a0 																																																																																				�14�8

79:  

a�R"Da�a4 � 1�bU<ln17>8
79: U@ �=701723 � 01723�=7 AKL

=9: �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>a�a4 																																																																								�15�8
79:  

a�R"Da0a4 � �Uln178
79: U �=7173<�=7173 � 0>�

KL
=9: � 12��U<ln17>8

79: U@1723�=7 � �=70�1723A
KL
=9: �U<"7�H7> a�V<Ƭ7>a0a4 													�16�8

79:  

Vf�H� ∶ 		 a�V<Ƭ7>a�� 			� h` �_<Ƭ7>� 1� �_<Ƭ7>� � 		h �_<Ƭ7>� 1�� �_<Ƭ7>� 

a�V<Ƭ7>a0� � h` �_<Ƭ7>� 12�'( Ƭ70b1723 �(17230Ƭ7) � 		h �_<Ƭ7>� 14�'3( Ƭ70w1723 �(17230bƬ7) 

a�V<Ƭ7>a4� � h` �_<Ƭ7>��<ln1e>2� '( Ƭ701723 �(01723Ƭ7 ) � 		h �_<Ƭ7>� <ln 1e>�4� '( Ƭ701723 �(01723Ƭ7 ) 
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 a�V<Ƭ7>a�a0 � h` �_<Ƭ7>� 1� �_<Ƭ7>� � h �_<Ƭ7>� 12�'( Ƭ70b1723 �(17230Ƭ7) 

a�V<Ƭ7>a�a4 � h` �_<Ƭ7>� 1� �_<Ƭ7>� � h �_<Ƭ7>� <ln1e>2� '( Ƭ701723 �(01723Ƭ7 ) 

a�V<Ƭ7>a0a4 � h` �_<Ƭ7>� 12�'( Ƭ70b1723 �(17230Ƭ7) � h �_<Ƭ7>� <ln1e>4� '( Ƭ70b1723 �( 17230Ƭ7 ) 

+iSf	�f!� ∶ 	h`�j� � �jh�j� �	h��j� 
The approximate confidence intervals of the parameters are derived based on 

the asymptotic distribution of the MLEs of the elements of the vector of unknown 

parameters Θx � �α, C, P�.It is known that the asymptotic distribution of the MLEs 

of 
Θ
y 2Θ

(z{K@Θ
y Acan be approximated by a standard normal distribution, where |!H �Θ

y�is 

estimated as the asymptotic variance, then, the approximate 100�1 � }�%	 two sided 

confidence interval for α, C, P are, respectively, given by: 

αl � ��/��var�αl�			, Cn � ��/��var�	Cn�				!"#	Pp � ��/�?	var<Pp>	                                       �17� 
Where ��/� is the	100�}/2�standard normal percentile. 

 

2.1 Simulation Study 

 In this section simulation study is conducted to investigate the performances of 

the MLEs through their estimators, their absolute relative bias (RABias) and mean 

square error (MSE).Using the invariance property of MLEs, we can estimate the 

MLEs of  scale parameterβ�  through the following equation  
�� � 0�1723n 																										, 0, 4 * 0	, � � 1,2,3																																																																																			�18� 
The Simulation procedures were described as follows: 

Step1. 1000 random samples of sizes 30, 60 and90 were generated from the BS 

distribution. Initial values are selected for (α, C	and	P�. There are only three different 

levels of stress, k=3, the stress values are selected as�1: � .9, 1� � 1.4, 1b � 1.9�, "7 � �b	. 
Step2. For all sample sizes, the parameters of the model were estimated under type-I 

censored samples, where	�f�	S�"T H�"�	����T	!H�	�Ƭ: � 2, Ƭ� � 1.5	!"#	Ƭb � 1�. 
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Step3.All equations were solved by using the Newton-Raphson method. The estimate 

of the scale parameter 
� was obtained from equation (18). 

Step4.The estimates,RABiasand MSE were tabulated for (α�, C�and	P��. 
Step5. The confidence limit with confidence level �1 � }� � 0.95	!"#	0	.99		were 

obtained. 

Step6. Using the invariance property of MLEs, the MLE of the scale parameter β� of 

BS distribution at usual stress, can be estimated by using the following equation: 
�� � 0�. 523n 																								, 0, 4 * 0			� � 1,2,3																																																																			 
Also, the MLEs of the reliability function at mission time ��: � 1.5, �� � 1.8	, �b �2.1	!"#	�u � 2.4� are predicted under the same usual condition for (α�, C�and	P��. 
Simulation results are summarized in Table (1-3). Table (1) give the estimators, 	
RABias and MSE. The approximate confidence intervals of the MLEs at 95% is 

presented in table (2).Table (3) gives the estimated scale parameter and the predicted 

reliability function under  usual stress. 

 

 

3. Bayesian estimation of the parameters 

 

For Bayesian estimation, Desmond (1986) pointed out, statistical analysis of the  

two parameters BS distribution is more difficult. In this section we will introduce 

Bayesian estimation of the BS distribution for accelerated life testing under type I 

censoring data. The BS distribution has for the most part, been limited to complete 

data.Achcar [1993], used the Jeffrey's priors and reference priors to obtain the  

marginal posterior densities of parameters of interest using Laplace s method for 

approximation,Xu and Tang [2010], used the reference priors to obtain the  marginal 

posterior densities of parameters of interest using Lindley's method and Gibbs 

sampling for approximations, and showed through simulations that these two 

methods outperform the Laplace's method.Xu and Tang [2011], proved  that the 

reference prior is not suitable to proceed Bayesian estimation and introduced 

reference prior with partial information for type-II censoring data. 

In Bayesian estimation we assume that � is independent of C and P,so we use gamma 

prior for� and the reference prior with partial information for C and P,see Xu and 

Tang (2011), suppose that there is a subjective prior density (Gamma prior)  
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for C and the conditional noninformative prior for p, then the joint prior of the 

parameters is 				���, 4, 0� ∝ ���� ∗ ��0� ∗ ��4|0� 
			���, 4, 0� ∝ �{�2: ∗ 	0��2: ∗ 14 �������1 � 0���																																																																												�19� 
Combined with (6), the joint posterior density of �, C and 4 can be written as: 

							���, 0, 4	|�� � D����, 0, 4����, 0, 4�� � � D����, 0, 4����, 0, 4�#�#0#4������  

Then ���, 0, 4	|�� is proportional to  

					���, 0, 4	|�� ∝ �{�2K2: ∗ 0{�2:2�� ∗ 14 �������1 � 0��� 
EE 17��√2� <�=7 � 01723><�=7 >��

KL
=9:

8
79: ��� '� 12�� @ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A) N1 � F�T��OPL2KL 																										�20� 
Therefore, the posterior mean of any function of α, C and P say g(α, C, P�, under the 

mean squared error loss function is: 

�����, 0, 4	�� ∝ � � � ��
�

�
�

�
� ��, 0, 4����, 0, 4|��#�#0#4																																																																				�21� 

Generally, it is impossible for [21] to have a closed form. Therefore, Monte Carlo 

integration is used for the approximate evaluation of the integral [21]. 

        So, we develop a Bayesian estimation of the BS model using Gibbs sampling, 

this technique aims to find a Markov chain which has as a limiting distribution the 

target posterior, and then the simulated sample or chain can be used to compute any 

desired characteristic. This means that rather than direct computation of the posterior, 

the simulated Markov chain after some burn- in will have realizations that are viewed 

as simulated from the posterior distribution. Then the generated samples are  used to 

estimate the parameters of BSmodel.In order to apply the Gibbs sampling, we have to 

derive the full conditional distributions for unknown parameters form the posterior by 

removing all factors that are unrelated to the parameter of interest. 

The Gibbs sampling can be carried out using the Win BUGSprogram (Bayesian 

inference using Gibbs sampling). With Win BUGS we need only to make some  
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general specification about the model of interest and the software will computes all 

the required univariate marginal's. In order to apply the Gibbs sampling, the full 

conditional posterior distribution of	� , C and P are obtained from the posterior 

given in [20]. Then the full conditional distribution of α is proportional to 

	���|�, 0, 4� ∝ �{�2K2: exp����1�EEN1� F<T�>OPL2KLKL
=9:

8
79: 	���'� 12�� @ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2A)																�22� 

	The full conditional distribution for C is proportional to  

��0|�, �, 4� ∝ 0{�2:2�����¡�0��¢EEN1� F�T��OPL2KL<�=7 � 01723>KL
=9:

8
79:

∗ ��� F� 12�� @ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2AI																																																																																													�23�	 
The full conditional distribution for P is proportional to  

��4|�, �, 0� ∝ 14EEN1 � F�T��OPL2KL17��<�=7KL
=9:

8
79:� 01723>��� F� 12�� @ �=701723 � 01723�=7 � 2AI																																																																														�24� 

Now, we write the Gibbs sampling steps as follows: 

1- Derive the full conditional distributions for the  , C and P from the posterior 

as was explained on equation [22-24].  

2- Select the initial values such as MLEs , that are close to the center of the posterior 

distribution, say  ��	, 0�	!"#	4�, respectively, and initialize the counter j=0 

3- Move the counter from j to j+1 andgenerate�:, 0:	!"#	4:from equations [22-24] 

respectively as follows: �:~	���|�, 0�	, 4�� 0:~	��0|�, �:	, 4�� 4:~	��4|�, �:	, 0:� 
4- Move the counter from j+1 to j+2 and generate ��, 0�	!"#	4� as follows ��~	���|�, 0:	, 4:� 0�~	��0|�, ��	, 4:� 
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4�~	��4|�, ��	, 0�� 
5- Repeat steps 3 and step 4 until get	�w���, 0w���	!"#	4w���. This sequence of draws 

constitutes a Markov chain because the values at step N depend on the values at step 

N-1.  

6- Discard the first K iterates, where ( K=1000) is the number of burn-in sample  

7- Apply Monte Carlo estimation to the generated sample or chain to obtain the 

Bayesian estimators of �Θ|��	�j	 :¥28∑ ��Θ¥2¦�¥e98§:  , also, standard deviation, MC 

errors and credible intervals of ��, 0	!"#	4�. 
8- Also, we can obtain the point estimateof scale parameter through the following 

equation: 
7 � 01723, j=1,2,3. 

Bayesian MCMC results are summarized in Table (4).Table (4) give the point 

estimates, standard deviation, MC errors and credible intervals 

of!RR	�!H!����HT	, ¨f�"	" � 30.  

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we present Bayesian estimation for the unknown parameters of the 

constant-stress ALT model for the BS distribution when the data are type-I censored 

and perform two simulation studies to assess the performance of MLE and 

Bayesianestimators. It is observed that the maximum likelihood estimators cannot be 

obtained in closed form and we have proposed to use the Newton-Raphson as an 

iterative method to compute them and in Bayesian estimation the conditional 

distributions of parametersα, C and Pdo not have a standard from, so the adaptive 

metropolis rejecting algorithm(Gilks et al., 1995) is used to generate them. The 

performances of the MLEs are investigated by simulation study and from results of 

Tables (1-3). It is observed that: 

1. The maximum likelihood estimators for parameters   have good statistical 

properties for all sample sizes. As the sample size increases the MSE of 

estimators decreases. 

2. As the sample size increases the interval of the estimators decreases. 
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3. As the stress increases the MSE of the estimated scale parameter 
� tend to 

decrease.  

4. As the sample size increases, the reliability function increases. 

 

 

 

Table 1: The Estimates, Relative Bias and MSE under type I censoring 

 

 

n Parameters 
(α� � .25, C� � 1.5, P� � 1� 
Estimators  RABias MSE  

30 

α 0.241 0.037 0.001 

C 1.503 0.002 0.009 

P 0.995 0.005 0.024 β: 1.67 0.002 0.017 β� 1.07 0.002 0.003 βb 0.79 0.005 0.003 

60 

α 0.246 0.016 0.0007 

C 1.501 0.0008 0.005 

P 0.999 0.0008 0.012 β: 1.669 0.001 0.008 β� 1.072 0.0006 0.001 βb 0.79 0.001 0.001 

90 

α 0.247 0.013 0.0005 

C 1.505 0.003 0.003 

P 1.005 0.005 0.008 β: 1.673 0.004 0.006 β� 1.073 0.001 0.0008 βb 0.789 0.00002 0.001 
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Table 2: Confidence bounds of the estimates at confidence levels at .95 and .99 under 

type I censoring 

 

n Parameters 

(α� � .25, C� � 1.5	, P� � 1� 
Estimators  Variance 

(Lower, 

Upper).95 

(Lower, 

Upper).99 

30 

α 0.241 0.001 (0.175,0.307) (0.154,0.328) 

C 1.503 0.008 (1.328,1.677) (1.273,1.733) 

P 0.995 0.002 (0.72,1.271) (0.633,1.358) 

60 

α 0.246 0.0006 (0.197,0.295) (0.181,0.31) 

C 1.501 0.004 (1.37,1.63) (1.331,1.671) 

P 0.999 0.011 (0.97,1.202) (0.732,1.267) 

90 

α 0.247 0.0004 (0.206,0.287) (0.194,0.3) 

C 1.505 0.003 (1.398,1.611) (1.364,1.645) 

P 1.005 0.007 (0.838,1.172) (0.578,1.225) 

 

 

 

Table 3: Estimated shape parameter and the reliability function at V� � .5under type 

I censoring , 

 

n 
(α� � .25, C� � 1.5	, P� � 1� 
�� ,n���:� ,n����� ,n���b� ,n���u� 

30 3.028 0.99 0.96 0.89 0.78 

60 3.017 0.99 0.97 0.90 0.79 

90 3.03 0.99 0.97 0.91 0.81 

 

 

The results of Bayesian analysis obtained from WinBUGs are showed in Table (4).It 

is observed that:  The Bayesian estimators have good statistical properties and, as the 

stress increases, the sd and MC error of the estimated scale parameter 
� tend to 

decrease.  
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Table 4: Node statistics with initial values (alpha=.9,p=.05,c=1) 

   

node  mean     sd     MC error   2.5%     median   97.5%   start    sample 

alpha 0.8847  0.06102    0.00133    0.7722    0.882     1.009     1001     4000 

beta1 1.157   0.1372     0.00295    0.9201    1.147     1.445     1001     4000 

beta2 1.096   0.1081     0.002384   0.8947   1.094    1.321      1001     4000 

beta3 1.063   0.1072     0.002459   0.8695   1.059    1.293      1001     4000 

c 1.096   0.1081     0.002384 0.8947   1.094    1.321      1001     4000 

p 0.0752   0.07576   0.0018       0.0018   0.0545  0.2724    1001     4000 
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